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Terms of Reference (TOR): Annual Status of Education Report Assessment (ASER) in 

Dadaab Refugee Camp 
Reporting To:  Area Manager, Dadaab  

Location: Dadaab Refugee Camp, Kenya  

Grade: Consultancy, National Consultant – Nationally recruited Contractors Agreement 

1. Introduction

Lutheran World Federation/World Service (LWF/WS) is a faith-based humanitarian International 

Nongovernmental Organization operating programmes in emergency relief, rehabilitation and development 

in 32 countries across the world. In Kenya, LWF/WS works through its Kenya-Djibouti-Somalia program 

with operational field Area programmes in Kakuma, Dadaab, Djibouti and Kismayo. LWF is UNHCR’s lead 

partner in implementation of community services, child protection, basic education, youth development, 

peace building, community safety, livelihoods and social accountability to support refugees in Dadaab.  LWF 

manages pre-primary and primary education in Hagadera, Ifo and Dagahaley camps. The programme 

comprises of 22 schools with a population of 41,572(23392 Boys, 18180 Girls)1 learners. The overall goal 

is to provide access to inclusive quality education for refugee children in a friendly, age appropriate, safe 

and protective environment. All the children in the schools in the refugee camps study the validated Kenya 

curricular; 8-4-4 and CBC. 

2. Background

Being present in school is not enough if children are not learning. The quality of education remains a 

significant challenge with too many children not reaching minimum levels of proficiency in reading and 

arithmetic, let alone gaining the knowledge to participate in a more interconnected world.  Sustainable 

Development Goal (SDG) 4 on education calls for eradication of illiteracy through formal and non-formal 

education and training and ensuring equitable access to digital literacy, as well as media and information 

literacy as a continuum of proficiency levels within a lifelong learning perspective. LWF plans to conduct 

the ASER survey across all the three refugee camps (Hagadera, Ifo and Dagahaley) in Dadaab Refugee camp 

complex. For this purpose, LWF Dadaab, intend to hire an external consultant or research institution for a 

period of 30 calendar days. The consultant will work closely with LWF staff to attain the deliverables and 

will be supervised by the Area Manager, with technical support and guidance from Technical Advisor- 

Education and Protection (Nairobi) and, Quality Services Manager and Education Officers in Dadaab Area 

Programme.  

3. Objectives and key Tasks

The following are the objectives of the assessment; 

1 EMIS; June 2021 
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i. To get reliable estimates of the status of children's schooling and basic learning (reading and arithmetic

level)

ii. Conduct ASER assessment and produce comprehensive report on core reading skills, namely: – letter

knowledge, phonemic awareness, reading fluency, vocabulary and reading comprehension of children

aged 5-16 years using ASER tool

iii. Establish factors impacting reading and learning of children.

iv. Based on the findings of the above generate lessons learnt, challenges, and best practices make realistic

and feasible recommendations for improving resilience interventions.

4. Scope of Work

Under the overall authority of the Country Representative Lutheran World Federation, Kenya, and the direct 

supervision of the Area Manager, the Consultant will carry out the following tasks:  

1. The study will cover all the 22 schools in the 3 camps of IFO, Dagahaley and Hagadera within the

Dadaab refugee complex

2. Conduct a literature review that includes a review of previous reports on similar assessments that

have been conducted in the camp relevant studies on literacy to provide a contextual background for

this assessment.

3. Conduct ASER assessment and produce comprehensive report

4. In analysing focus on five core skills that research has shown are central to learning to read: – letter

knowledge, phonemic awareness, vocabulary, reading fluency and comprehension.

5. The target groups should be children aged 5-16 years in the 2021 academic year.

6. Conduct interviews/focus group discussions with children and teachers to identify in and out of

school factors contributing or/ hindering children’ acquisition of the core reading skills

7. Analyse the data and produce a comprehensive report detailing findings on all core reading skills

segregated by refugee, host, camp, sex and schools.

8. Facilitate validation workshop on the findings and recommendations for key education actors,

Education Partners, teachers, children and MoE staff and incorporate comments, feedback to enrich

the final document

5. Deliverables and timelines

 The Consultant will submit the following deliverables to LWF: 

1. Preparation of the inception report and questionnaires (29th October, 2021)

2. Training of the enumerators and piloting the tools (4th November, 2021)

3. Field Work (Data Collection) (5th –13th November, 2021)

4. Consultative and debriefing meetings, draft report (16th November, 2021)

5. Final report (21st November, 2021)
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 The provisional start date for the consultancy is 22nd October, 2021 and the completion date would be no 
later than 21st November, 2021.  

6. Cost and Technical arrangements

All payments will be made according to LWF financial procedures as per the attached schedule against 

completion of set tasks;  

Deliverable Time allocated Payment 
Preparation of the inception report and questionnaires 5 calendar days 15% 
Training of the enumerators and piloting the tools 3 calendar days 10% 
Field Work (Data Collection) 12 calendar days 30% 
Consultative and debriefing meetings, draft report 5 calendar days 15% 
Final report 5 calendar days 30% 

7. Submission of the Proposal

Interested applicants are encouraged to apply for this assignment by submitting the following; 

i. A technical proposal that includes but not limited to; an interpretation of the objective of the

assignment

ii. Detailed methodology appreciative of the prevailing context in Dadaab including COVID-19

iii. Detailed work-plan (program)

iv. Annexes: Any documents, such as work samples, or other information, which the consultant feels

will assist proposal review team in evaluating the proposal

v. Profile of the lead consultant describing qualifications, and previous similar assignments

vi. A financial proposal; detailed budget in KES with cost elements for each deliverable itemised. The

costs should include travel, meals and accommodation, and Covid-19 test. It should be inclusive of

relevant taxes where applicable

The consultancy proposals shall be sent to; procurement.nairobi@lutheranworld.org, subject line reading 

“CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR ANNUAL STATUS OF EDUCATION REPORT ASSESSMENT 

(ASER)”. The deadline for application submission is Tuesday 22nd October, 2021 by 5:00pm  

LWF reserves the right to reject any application(s) without disclosing the reasons 
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